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Falling in Love “ Hey, hellooo, man what is wrong with you? You have been

acting strange lately and I think it has something to do with you falling in

love. ” Nicole said. “ Yea, falling in love has some weird effects on me. ”

Kendall  responded. The two girls  continue to chatter about the effects of

falling in love. Falling in love can have a variety of devastating and enjoyable

effects such as always have a companion, getting a major increase in self-

esteem, and last but no least losing focus in school and schoolwork. 

One  of  the  most  serene  effects  of  falling  in  love  is  always  having  a

companion. My friend Kendall used to feel lonely all of the time. You see she

was the only one in our clique that had yet to experience falling in love with

someone. All of that changed the day she fell in love with her now permant

lover.  Now  Kendall  never  feels  lonely.  For  example,  every  single  day

Kendall’s lover stops by her house just to spend a little time with her. Kendall

is now in love and not a single day goes by that Kendal even thinks about

being lonely. 

When I finally fall in love I hope to be like Kendall and have a great effect of

falling in love like having a companion. “ Man, do you know that I got a D- in

Mr. Merjetski’s class? I went and asked him about it and he told me that if I

wasn’t so busy falling in love with you and got busy with my schoolwork that

I could’ve and would’ve done better. ” Falling in love at times can have a

negative effect such as losing focus in school and your schoolwork. A few of

my friends are in love and their schoolwork is starting to become affected. 

They spend most of their class time focusing on their lovers instead of their

schoolwork. Statistics show that when a high school teenager is in love that

their grades in school seem to drop. Falling in love takes a lot of focus and
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most teens lose focus in school just to focus on falling in love. Self-esteem is

self-respect. The dictionary defines self-esteem as confidence in your own

merit as an individual person. Falling in love can have a very optimistic effect

like getting a major increase in self-esteem. 

Most of my friends that are falling in love or have fallen in love are now more

confident in themselves. For example, Rachael had very little to none self-

esteem. When she fell in love with her current lover he complimented her

everyday for different stuff. He complimented her hair, style, and one time

he even complimented the color of the nail polish she had on. After receiving

all  those  compliments  Rachael’s  confidence  of  herself  slowly  but  surely

began to buildup. Like most of my friends after falling in love my confidence

too began to intensify. 

Falling  in love can be an incredible  experience with excellent  effects like

getting a boost of self-esteem, and having a companion. With every good

there comes a bad. Falling in love can have some unpleasant effects such as

losing focus on school and schoolwork. These are the three effects that my

friends have experience in falling in love. So my advice to you is to fall in

love, and experience it just as my friends have. Even though falling in love

has its ups and downs it is still worth a shot. 
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